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program
notes
SAINT-SAËNS
Danse macabre, op. 40
The danse macabre, or “dance of death,” is a cultural
motif dating from the great plagues of the Middle Ages. An
expression of mortality as equalizer between various classes
of people – there are many walks of life, but only one
dance of death – the danse macabre was often depicted
visually as a group of skeletons wearing tattered symbols of
their disparate backgrounds: pope and pickpocket, prince
and pauper.
In 1872, French composer Camille Saint-Saëns created
a song setting of a poem on this theme by Henri Cazalis,
in which the personification of Death plays his fiddle to
summon corpses from their graves on Halloween night.
A few years later he decided to transform his song into
a vivid tone poem for orchestra. The music begins with
the harp tolling midnight, followed by a devilish solo
for the orchestra’s concertmaster, whose violin must
be specially tuned to create the “forbidden” interval
of a tritone between its upper two strings—the “devil
in music,” as medieval theorists termed it. Interjections
from the xylophone, still a newfangled instrument in the
1870s, are featured; these of course depict the rattling of
bones. (Saint-Saëns would later self-parody this gesture
in the “Fossils” movement of his Carnival of the Animals.)
Quotations from a well-known medieval Dies irae
plainchant melody are included. Part of the liturgy of the
requiem, the Dies irae (“day of wrath”) details the drama of
final judgment according to Catholic doctrine.
Premiered in January 1875, Saint-Saëns’ exercise in terror
was not very well received by its audience. But it has since
become a staple of the repertoire and a popular concert
overture, particularly in association with Halloween.
[ca. 8’]

RACHMANINOV
Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini, op. 43
Composed in 1934, Rachmaninov’s Rhapsody for piano
and orchestra is as well known as any of his four piano

concertos. Though a complex and difficult work, it is lighter
in character than its imposing, formally structured siblings.
The piece continues a long tradition of piano music based
on the melody of violin virtuoso Niccolò Paganini’s Twentyfourth Caprice, including examples by Liszt and Brahms.
The captivating, mischievous tune seems by its very nature
to invite improvisation, and in his Rhapsody, Rachmaninov
takes every opportunity to experiment with different styles
and moods while building a virtuoso vehicle for the soloist.
The music is cast in the form of a short, playful introduction
plus twenty-four variations on Paganini’s theme. These
are highly distinct from one another in character and
texture, length and substance – some variations are almost
independent pieces unto themselves while others whiz by in
just a few seconds. The effect is of a single capricious work
for which the variation process provides development and
drama. Even the dreary Dies irae chant manages to worm
its way into the action.
Unsurprisingly, the first soloist was the composer himself:
Rachmaninov premiered the piece shortly after its
completion, with Stokowski leading the Philadelphia
Symphony in November 1934. The Rhapsody was an
immediate audience favorite on both sides of the Atlantic,
so successful that Rachmaninov humorously described its
fame as “very suspicious.” Most popular of all is the lyrical
Variation XVIII, which has featured in films ranging from
Somewhere in Time to Groundhog Day. “That one is for my
agent,” Rachmaninov is supposed to have quipped. He
constructed this marvelous melody by turning Paganini’s
original theme upside down, transposing it to the lush key of
D-flat major, and slowing the tempo considerably.
The Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini is tinged by the
influence of jazz, representative of a greater eclecticism
seen in the music of Rachmaninov’s final years. Though
Rachmaninov was no modernist, he was broadly versed
in many sorts of music of his time. Self-exiled in the wake
of the Russian Revolution, he lived primarily in the United
States from 1918. One of Rachmaninov’s favorite pianists
was jazz legend Art Tatum, and he had been among those
present for the world premiere of Gershwin’s Rhapsody in
Blue in 1924.
[ca. 24’]

TCHAIKOVSKY
Orchestral Suite No. 3 in G,

op. 55

Tchaikovsky’s body of orchestral music centers on the six
great symphonies, a few concertos for the piano and other
instruments, and ballet scores such as Swan Lake and
The Nutcracker. But he also enjoyed composing concert
overtures such as Romeo and Juliet and Francesca da
Rimini, and he wrote four symphonic suites for orchestra.
These overtures and suites provided opportunities to create
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orchestral music untethered from the formal requirements
of the symphony proper or the considerable strictures of
ballet scoring, in which directors sometimes micromanaged
the music literally by the bar.
The third of these suites was composed in 1884, at the same
time Tchaikovsky was engrossed in the beginnings of a new
concertante work for piano and orchestra (the G major
Concert Fantasy, op. 56). In fact, there was extensive crosspollination between these two pieces: much of the music
originally intended for the one ended up in the other, and
vice-versa.
The Third Suite is structurally dominated by its finale, a set of
variations on an original theme. This movement is roughly

the length of the other three movements combined, but
the composer expertly holds our attention by subjecting
his amicable melody to a series of transformations. The
suite opens with an elegy movement, a memorial to
an unspecified person; Rimsky-Korsakov’s “The Young
Prince and Princess” from Sheherazade bears a notable
resemblance to its principal melody. A lyrical waltz and
a dashing scherzo, probably composed before the other
portions of the suite were undertaken, follow to introduce
the concluding theme and variations. Perhaps wryly
recalling the elegiac mood of the first movement, the
fourth variation of the finale quotes briefly but distinctively
the same Dies irae melody heard in this evening’s selections
by Saint-Saëns and Rachmaninov.
[ca. 44’]
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